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Abstract
Dielectric properties of Na1/2Bi1/2Cu3Ti4O12 ceramics were evaluated over the

temperature range 300-720 K. Two relaxor-like dielectric anomalies were found.

The low-temperature anomaly was confirmed to be an oxygen-vacancy-related

relaxation process. It is a pseudo-relaxor behavior caused by a bulk relaxation

and a Maxwell-Wagner relaxation. The high-temperature one was evidenced to be

an electric ferroelectric phase-transition process resulting from the oxygen-

vacancy ordering.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Relaxor ferroelectrics (RFs) are of significant technological
and scientific interest, because they show striking phenom-
ena such as piezoelectric, dielectric, ferroelectric, and
electric-mechanical properties.1,2 The well-known RF fam-
ily is the lead-based B-site complex perovskites, such as
Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3, Pb(ZrxTi1�x)O3, and so on. The toxic
nature of PbO strongly limits their wide applications, which
triggers a keen interest in developing new lead-free RF
materials in recent years.3 A number of Pb-free RFs, such
as (Bi1/2Na1/2)TiO3,

4 (Na1/2K1/2)NbO3,
5 etc., were achieved

in A-site complex perovskites leading to the empirical rule
that the A-site complex perovskites might be candidates for
the environmental friendly RFs.

Recently, the A-site complex perovskite CaCu3Ti4O12,
that is, (Ca1/4Cu3/4)TiO3 (CCTO), has attracted extensive
studies because of its weak temperature-dependent colossal
dielectric constant (CDC, e0~105).6 Although ferroelectric
transition is physically prohibited in CCTO as it exhibits a
centrosymmetric structure in a wide temperature range from
35 to 1273 K,7 relaxor behavior was widely reported in

CCTO at high temperatures (350-600 K).8-14 This behavior
was ascribed to be caused by charge ordering11,15 known
as electronic ferroelectricity.16 Our recent work revealed
that this relaxor behavior is an extrinsic phenomenon
related to oxygen vacancies.7 This behavior is now called
pseudo-relaxor behavior,17 which is composed of two close
relaxations with the low-temperature one being a dipolar
relaxation and the high-temperature one being a Maxwell-
Wagner relaxation.7

Na1/2Bi1/2Cu3Ti4O12 (NBCTO) is isostructural with
CCTO showing similar CDC behavior to that of CCTO in
the temperature range below room temperature.18-21 And,
similar to Mn-doped CCTO,22 both pure and Mn-doped
NBCTO also shows incipient ferroelectricity.23,24 The closely
resembling low-temperature dielectric properties strongly
suggest that both materials should posses similar high-tem-
perature dielectric properties. Truly, a high-temperature
relaxor-like behavior was recently reported in NBCTO. This
behavior was ascribed to be a pseudo-relaxor behavior.25

This prompts us to perform detailed studies on this question.
In this work, we reported the results of our studies on

the high-temperature dielectric properties of NBCTO. Our
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results show that, apart from the pseudo-relaxor behavior,
an electric ferroelectric phase-transition process was also
observed.

2 | EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

NBCTO pellets used for dielectric measurements, were pre-
pared by solid-state reaction using high-purity (99.99%)
starting powders of Na2CO3, Bi2O3, CuO, and TiO2. Stoi-
chiometric amount of the powders were thoroughly mixed
using a mortar and calcined at 950°C for 6 hours and
1000°C for 7.5 hours with intermediate grinding. Then, the
mixture was reground and pressed into pellets with the size
of 12 mm diameter and about 1-2 mm thickness under a
pressure of 20 MPa and finally sintered at 1050°C for
6 hours at a heating rate of 3°C/min followed by furnace
cooling. Phase purity of the sintered pellets was character-
ized by X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) on a Rigaku Smar-
tLab diffractometer (Rigaku Beijing Co., Beijing, China)
with CuKa radiation. Microstructure and grain size of the
sintered pellets were studied by a field-emission scanning
electron microscope (SEM) (Model S-4 800, Hitachi Co.
Ltd, Tokyo, Japan). Dielectric properties were obtained
using a Wayne Kerr 6500B precise impedance analyzer
(Wayne Kerr Electronic Instrument Co., Shenzhen, China)
with the sample mounted in a holder placed inside a PST-
2000HL dielectric measuring system (Partulab Co., Wuhan,
China). The electrodes were made by printing silver paste on
both sides of the disk-type samples and then fired at 800°C
for 2 hours to remove the polymeric component before mea-
suring. The ferroelectric properties were investigated using
an RT6000 ferroelectric tester (Radiant Technologies Inc.,
Albuquerque, NM, USA) at room temperature. Annealing
treatments were performed in flowing (200 mL/min) O2 and
N2 (both with purity >99.999%) at 800°C for 2 hours.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the XRD pattern of a sintered sample. The
pattern can be completely indexed based on the body
centered cubic with the space group Im3 according to
JCPDS #75-2 188. Inset of Figure 1 displays the SEM
surface morphology image of the sample, which reveals a
condensed sintering nature. Relative density is 93.7% of
the theoretical density, as determined by Archimedes
method.

The temperature dependence (T) of the dielectric con-
stant, e0(T), and loss tangent, tand(T), recorded under dif-
ferent frequencies for NBCTO sample were given in
Figure 2A,B, respectively. It is clearly seen that there are
two dielectric anomalies within the measuring temperature

range. For brevity, these anomalies were named as A1 and
A2 in the order of ascending temperature. The position of
each anomaly moves to higher temperature while its peak
intensity decreases as the measuring frequency increases.
This is the typical feature for a relaxor behavior. However,
similar to the behavior reported by Liang et al.,25 the tand-T
curves reveal a set of thermally activated relaxation peaks
corresponding to A1. This fact indicates that the first anom-
aly is associated with a relaxation process rather than a fer-
roelectric phase transition. The relaxation parameters can be
obtained in terms of the Arrhenius law:

f ¼ f0expð�Erelax=kBTpÞ (1)

where f0 is the pre-exponential factor, Erelax is the activa-
tion energy for relaxation, kB is the Boltzmann constant,
and Tp is the temperature where the maximum tand(T)
occurs. The Arrhenius plot was shown in the inset of
Figure 2B. The activation energy and pre-exponential fac-
tor were deduced to be 0.42 eV and 2.75 9 109 Hz,
respectively. The activation energy value agrees well with
that caused by singly ionized oxygen vacancies, which was
reported in the range of 0.3-0.5 eV.26-29 It indicates that
A1 might be associated with oxygen vacancies, which will
be discussed in more detail later.

On the contrary, A2 was found to be accompanied by a
set of humps in the curves of tand(T). The humps are actu-
ally another set of peaks, which are almost merged by the
rapidly increasing background in the temperature of
T>550 K. The peak position hardly changes with fre-
quency. To accurately clarify the peak position, one Debye
peak superimposed on an exponentially increasing back-
ground with the form of a + b exp (T/c) (with a, b, and c
being the adjustable parameters) were adopted to fit the
experimental data of the loss tangent. As a representative

FIGURE 1 XRD pattern of NBCTO pellet recorded at room
temperature. The inset shows the SEM image for the pellet
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example, the resulting Debye peak and background for the
experimental data measured at 500 Hz were shown in Fig-
ure 2C. Perfect agreement between the experimental data
and the fitting result was achieved. The inset of Figure 2C
displays the resulting peaks at different frequencies, which
truly reveals that the peak position is independent of the
measuring frequency. This finding indicates that the anom-
aly A2 is associated with a relaxor phase-transition process.
The transition temperature, Tt, is identified to be 525 K.
This behavior is quite different from the one reported by
Liang et al.,25 indicating that the present one is a new
anomaly.

To decipher the nature of these anomalies, we will dis-
cuss them separately in the following. We first focus on
A1. Since the change in Cu valence plays an important role
in determining the CDC behavior in CCTO,30 one may
anticipate that A1 might be associated with the change in
Cu valence. This possibility can be ruled out because A1
was also found in NBCTO samples with either 10 mol%
Bi or Na-overdosed (results not shown). The change in Cu
valence in the overdosed samples was not observed.21 As
already confirmed that A1 is a relaxation process, it might
be a pseudo-relaxor behavior which can be induced by
either the negative capacitance effect31,32 or the aforemen-
tioned two-relaxation model.7 The absence of the negative
capacitance effect indicates that the two-relaxation model
might account for A1. If so, the anomaly should be com-
posed of two oxygen-vacancy related relaxations. To con-
firm this reference, we measured the dielectric properties
on the NBCTO pellet after being annealed first in O2 and
then in N2. The dielectric parameters recorded at 300 Hz in
the as-prepared, O2- and N2-annealed cases were summa-
rized in Figure 2D. From which we can see that A1 can be
greatly depressed by the O2-annealing treatment and then
enhanced by the N2-annealing treatment. This finding sub-
stantially confirms that A1 is related to oxygen vacancies.

Figure 3 compares the enlarged view of the tand(T)
peak recorded at 300 Hz in the as-prepared, O2- and N2-
annealed cases. Likewise, the tand(T) curve is notably
depressed by the O2-annealing treatment and then enhanced
by the N2-annealing treatment. In the O2-annealed case,
apart from a small peak around 340 K, a weak hump at
about 430 K can be well identified. This finding implies
that the broad peak in the as-prepared and N2-annealed
cases is composed of two close relaxation peaks. Thus, two
relaxation peaks superimposed on an exponentially increas-
ing background were used to fit the tand(T) peak. The fit-
ting curves (solid lines) and the resulting peaks (dashed
curves) for all cases were present in the figure. Perfect fit-
ting results were obtained confirming that the tand(T) peak
contains two relaxation processes. These results convince
that the low-temperature dielectric anomaly A1 is a
pseudo-relaxor behavior. Pseudo-relaxor behavior caused

by two oxygen-vacancy-relaxation relaxations is a rather
ubiquitous effect in oxides, being often observed at high
enough temperature.7 The low- and high-temperature relax-
ations were identified to be bulk and Maxwell-Wagner
relaxations, respectively.7 The bulk relaxation is induced
by the hopping motions of singly ionized oxygen vacan-
cies. When the vacancies are blocked by grain boundaries,
the Maxwell-Wagner relaxation ensues.

We now turn our attention to the nature of the high-
temperature dielectric anomaly A2. It was suggested to be
a relaxor phase-transition process. A characteristic feature
for a relaxor is that the dielectric behavior in the tempera-
ture range of T>Tm (where Tm is the peak temperature) can
be described by the modified Curie-Weiss law,33 which is
expressed as:

1
e0
� 1
e0max

¼ CðT � TmÞa (2)

where e0max is the dielectric constant at the peak tempera-
ture, C and a are modified constants. The power factor a
with the value between 1 and 2 gives the character of the
ferroelectric phase transition. The limiting values 1 and 2
correspond to a normal ferroelectric and an ideal ferroelec-
tirc relaxor, respectively.34 According to Equation (2) there
is a linear relationship between lnð1=e0 � 1=e0maxÞ and ln
(T-Tm). Figure 4A presents such plot for the curve recorded
under 500 Hz. As expected, a good linear relationship was
obtained. Linear fittings yield the values of the power
factor under different frequencies, which were shown in
Table 1. The a values are close to 2 indicating that
NBCTO is close to a relaxor ferroelectric.

Another characteristic feature for a relaxor is that the
Tm obeys the Vogel-Fulcher (VF) law35

f ¼ f0 expf�E=½kB Tm � TVFð Þ�g (3)

where E is the barrier energy, TVF is the Vogel-Fulcher
temperature. Figure 4B displays the plot of f as a function
of Tm. The data can be well fitted by the VF law. The fit-
ting yields f0 = 9.9327 9 105 Hz, E = 0.0204 eV and
TVF = 519.4774 K. These values are comparable with
those found in TiO2 polymorphs.36 This fact further indi-
cates the relaxor nature of the high-temperature anomaly.

An indispensible feature for relaxor ferrelectroelectrics
is the polarization-electric field loop. Figure 4D shows the
room-temperature polarization loop recorded under 1 kHz.
A clear hysteresis loop was observed. The loop is not satu-
rated indicative of a lossy loop or banana loop as coined
by Scott.37 Although, the loop is not always a reliable evi-
dence to identify a ferroelectric or relaxor behavior, it
reveals the lossy natured behavior for NBCTO. The loss
can be reasonably ascribed to the conductivity contribution
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due to oxygen vacancies as already confirmed that oxygen
vacancies dominate the high-temperature dielectric proper-
ties of NBCTO. This raises the fundamental question of
the origin of the ferroelectric behavior in NBCTO, because
the centrosymmetric structure prohibits the conventional
ferroelectric behavior, which involves a change in crystal
structure.38 Thanks to the revival of interest in multiferroic
materials, breakthrough in ferroelectric theory came in the

early 1990s, and a number of alternative mechanisms for
ferroelectricity had been revealed. Mechanisms found to
date include the incorporation of stereochemically active
lone pair cations, for example, in BiMnO3 and BiFeO3

39,40;
geometric ferroelectricity in YMnO3, BaNaF4, and related
compounds41,42; charge ordering, as in LuFeO3

43,44; and
polar magnetic spin-spiral states in RMnO3 (R=Gd, Tb,
Dy, Ho).45-47 Among them, the charge-ordering-induced
ferroelectricity, also named as electric ferroelectricity, is
almost a common dielectric phenomenon in transition-
metal oxides. This mechanism involves a change in elec-
tronic structure which breaks the space-inversion symmetry
giving rise to a macroscopic polarization.48,49 Since oxygen
vacancies are the predominant charge carriers in the high-
temperature range, it is natural to anticipate that the
observed relaxor behavior might be related to the oxygen-
vacancy-ordering. Evidence supporting this inference
comes from the thermal analysis. Since the process of

FIGURE 2 (A) and (B) Temperature
dependence of dielectric constant and loss
tangent, respectively. The inset in (B)
shows the Arrhenius plot of the relaxation
peak. (C) A representative result of the
least-square fit to the experimental data
obtained at 500 Hz. The inset in (C) shows
the resulting peaks at different frequencies.
The vertical line indicates the phase-
transition temperature. (D) Comparison of
the temperature dependence of tand(T)
obtained at 300 Hz for a NBCTO sample
in the as-prepared, O2- and N2-annealed
cases [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 3 The two-relaxation process fitting results for the tand
(T) peak at 300 Hz in the as-prepared, O2- and N2-annealed cases
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 1 VF fitting results for A2

Frequency (Hz) Tm (K) 1
e0max

ð10�6Þ a

500 555 6.06 1.948

2000 557 6.64 1.961

5000 561 8.01 1.954
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oxygen vacancies change from disordered to ordered states
belongs to a weak first-order phase transition. This process
should be accompanied by an exodothermic peak in the
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) curve. Figure 3D
displays the DSC result for NBCTO. We truly found a
broad exodothermic peak locating around 466 K. The peak
temperature is lower than the phase-transition temperature
Tt (525 K). This is because that Tt is size-dependent.

50 The
DSC measurement requires the bulk ceramic sample to be
ground into powders. The reduced grain size leads to the
decrease of TC.

Thus, it follows that the second dielectric anomaly
(A2) is associated with a relaxor phase transition caused
by oxygen-vacancy ordering. A pertinent question is that
why only the pseudo-relaxor behavior was observed by
Liang and coauthors? The size-dependent feature of true
relaxor behavior provides a heuristic hint to the question.
To clarify this point, a new NBCTO pellet with the origi-
nal thickness of t=1.46 mm was used. Dielectric measure-
ments were performed after reducing the thickness by
evenly polishing the pellet from both sides down to
t=1.14 and 0.8 mm. Figure 5 compares the dielectric con-
stant (left panels) and corresponding loss tangent (right
panels) for the pellet by reducing its thicknesses down to
different values. It is clearly seen that, when t=1.46 mm

(Figure 4A,B), the pellet shows only one dielectric anom-
aly accompanied by a set of relaxation peaks in the curves
of tand(T). Compared with the results presented in Fig-
ure 1, this anomaly can be identified to be A1. When the
thickness was reduced to 1.14 mm (Figure 5C,D), apart
from A1, which becomes much smaller than that of the
original state, another weak anomaly appears in the tem-
perature around 600 K. Correspondingly, a set of notable
phase-transition-like peaks occur in tand(T). Obviously,
this anomaly is A2. The phase-transition temperature is
found to be 555 K. The inset of Figure 5D is the enlarged
view of the rectangle area, which clearly shows a set of
relaxation peaks. When t is reduced to 0.8 mm (Fig-
ure 5E,F), A1 further decreases in intensity, A2 almost
behaves as a step-like increase due to the remarkable
background in the temperature above 600 K. But the
phase-transition-like peaks in tand(T) are still notable. The
phase-transition temperature reduces to 516 K. This find-
ing confirms that the relaxor phase-transition is size-
dependent. That is to say, the thicker of the sample, the
higher temperature of the phase-transition. Since the high-
temperature dielectric properties are dominated by the con-
ductivity, which induces strongly increasing background
as revealed in Figure 5B, the signal of the phase-transition
would be completely shadowed. This might be the reason

FIGURE 4 A, The plot of
lnð1=e0 � 1=e0maxÞas a function of ln(T-Tm)
for the data obtained at 500 Hz. B, The VF
fitting to the anomaly position of A2. C,
The polarization hysteresis loop of
NBCTO. D, The DSC curve of NBCTO
[Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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why Liang et al. only found the pseudo-relaxor behavior.
More interestingly, an enlarged view of the low-tempera-
ture tand(T) (Inset of Figure 5F. For clarity, only the
curves recorded 2, 5, and 10 kHz were displayed) clearly
reveals two sets of relaxation peaks. This finding substan-
tially demonstrates that A1 truly contains two relaxation
processes and confirms the two-relaxation mechanism for
A1.

Finally, it is worth emphasizing that the size effect is a
typical feature for conventional ferroelectricity when the
grain size (for bulk) or sample thickness (for film) is
reduced down to nanoscaled region.50 In the present case,
either the grain size or sample thickness is much larger
than the region. The strong size effect of the electric ferro-
electricity in NBCTO can be reasonably explained by con-
sidering the fact that the reduction in sample thickness is
actually the enhancement of the applied electric field. It
was reported that a small electric field could effectively
affect the charge ordering leading to a larger dielectric tun-
ability.51 A dielectric tunability of 71.43% achieved at
800 Hz and 303 K under an electric field of 200 V/cm was
found the NBCTO. Details about the dielectric tunability
will be present in an ensuing paper.52 This result also sug-
gests a facile way to tune the charge ordering via electric
field.

4 | CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have investigated the high-temperature
(300-720 K) dielectric properties of Na1/2Bi1/2Cu3Ti4O12

ceramic samples. Two relaxor-like anomalies were
observed. The low-temperature anomaly was ascribed to
be a pseudo-relaxor behavior resulting from the combina-
tion of a bulk relaxation and a Maxwell-Wagner relax-
ation. The high-temperature one was confirmed to be
associated with a relaxor phase transition caused by oxy-
gen-vacancy ordering.
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